Apartment Luzi - Florence City, Florence, Tuscany

Apartment Luzi
Apartment Luzi Apartment Luzi is located in a housing complex that was built during the end of the 19th century. This complex, now a
vacation rental, is centrally located, in the heart of Florence City, on the banks of River Arno, close to the Duomo of Florence, one of the
most well-known Cathedrals in Italy. The main railway station at Santa Maria Novella, is just 5 minutes from the apartment. The apartment
has an elevator, and guests can avail the services of a porter at the rental apartment building, daily. Apartment Luzi is located in the third
floor. It is fully air-conditioned and tastefully furnished. It is spread over an area of 60 sq. meters, and has provisions to accommodate 3
guests. Accommodation The apartment has a living room with 2 comfortable sofa-beds, a well equipped kitchen, 1 bedroom with a 1 single
bed, and 1 bathroom with a bathtub. All the rooms in this rental apartment have wide windows, offering the quests a lovely view of
Florence city, and making the apartment bright and airy. The rooms are also equipped with appropriate furniture, making the guests’ stay
comfortable and convenient. Other facilities the apartment offers are:television, washing machine, oven, bed linen, towels,and final
cleaning. Great attention has been paid to the furniture and to the maintenance of the apartment. Apartment Luzi is situated close to many
tourist spots, ideal for Italy tours; the famous old Bridge, the Fortezza Da Basso where popular art exhibitions are held and other renowned
landmarks are within walking distance from the apartment. Of all the provinces in Italy, Florence has the repute of attracting the maximum
number of international tourists. Art exhibitions and cultural festivals are organized all through the year in the city of Florence. The
numerous city squares become effective stages where music, dance and plays are performed during the summer months. Tourists can have
enjoyable evenings outdoors, viewing cinemas projected on screens set against the facade of villas while sampling Tuscan delicacies.
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Information
Location
Bedrooms
Sleeps:3
Total Bedrooms : 1
Twin Rooms : 1
Single Rooms: 1
Sofa Beds : 1
Bathrooms
Total Bathrooms: 1
Bathrooms With Tub : 1
Location & facilities
Town/Places: Florence City
Area : Lungarno Vespucci 30
Country : Italy
Property Type : City Center Apartment
Surface Area : Florence
Property View : 38
Features & Accessories

Final cleaning fee: 50 Euro if 3 people 80 Euro extra weekly security
deposit: 40% of the total rate Air Conditioning: 6 Euro Per Day
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